
Welcome (at last!) to the LPC !

We are happy to have you around, and hope that the  
Terascale meeting will be a successful one  

- many exciting talks 
- being together and discussing again 

For those not able to join us, keep tuned via Zoom (and chat!)

Local organisers: 
Jean, Romain, Samuel, Andreas, 
Emanuelle, Jonathan & Ana



Additional Information

Terascale @ LPC 2021 

Presentations: Speakers, please upload your slides in PDF format  
to the Indico webpage 

    (personal laptops not possible for live talks) 

     Remote attendants - do not hesitate to "Zoom chat" the  
     session Chairs for any questions or comments; raise your hand 
     or just intervene at the end of the presentation! 

Coffee & Tea breaks: Room 9107 - across the central court "aquarium",  
              at the end of 1st floor corridor (to the right) 

     Please respect sanitary measures, and profit from the  
"nice" weather as much as possible!  

Lunch: Also in Room 9107 (vegetarian options available) 

Dinner: "Les grandes tables de la comédie" (stop "Maison de la Culture" for  
                                                                 tram A, bus lines 8 and 13) 
           



COVID 19 protocol

Terascale @ LPC 2021  Terascale @ LPC 2021  
COVID-19 protocol  

Participation restricted to  
those in possession of  
European Green Pass 

Face masks compulsory during the 
entire meeting 

(available if needed)

Respect general sanitary safety 
measures: 

     - cough/sneeze into the crook of   
           your elbow; 
     - use disposable tissues; 
     - disinfect/wash hands regularly

 Regular disinfection of shared  
equipment
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Let us know if we can help... 
Thank you for your collaboration! 
Jean, Romain, Samuel, Andreas, 
Emanuelle, Jonathan & Ana



IRN Terascale - some news and discussion 

This meeting - special joint session with   
GdR Appel (Accélérateurs Plasma PompÉs par Laser) 
https://gdr-appel.fr/ 

Next meeting: hosted by colleagues from Bonn 
@ Physikalisches Institut der Universität Bonn 

Brief reminders:  
Terascale meetings, there is the possibility of including blocks (dedicated  
rooms) for selected hands-on and topical/informal discussion  

 just let us know! 

Terascale - meeting point of particle & astroparticle physics communities  
(exp, ph, th, ...); we can organise "Round Tables" dedicated to discussing  
topics of concern for the community  contact us! 

The IRN Terascale is a very good window to showcase the work of young  
scientists in an informal atmosphere, but senior contributions are also  
very welcome in the sessions => get in touch with the conveners! 
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For the Terascale 
Marie-Hélène, Ana with Tilman

28 - 30 
March 2022



Terascale @ LPC 2021 

A new logo ! : thank you to those who sent ideas;  
Vote for your preferred one during the coffee breaks!  
Or remotely via Doodle Poll

Terascale Terascale

A B

C D

https://doodle.com/poll/52rahbhcxid879ip?utm_source=poll&utm_medium=link
https://doodle.com/poll/52rahbhcxid879ip?utm_source=poll&utm_medium=link

